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vantages. (1) A dry climate stimulates the energy of man and animal, whilst a humid climate is very oppressive. (2) A dry climate allows the use of a lighter equipment, and it is easier to protect both men, animals and baggage against sun and dust than against sun and rain, aside from the risk of sickness in humid climates as compared with dry climates. One of the most trying elements of climate to man is sudden" change in temperature, and we all know that, in a dry climate, even a very great change in temperature, which would Mil people in regions of humid climate, generally does very little harm, if any at all. (3) In a dry climate it is easier to take care of the beasts of burden than in a humid climate. For example, it is not necessary to clean them so often, and the equipment stands the wear and tear of use better than in humid regions; for this reason you do not need to have so many drivers in a caravan in arid countries as in humid ones. For instance, in Central Asia, five or six men go with a caravan of two hundred camels which carries as much as a small railroad train: the camels drink once or twice a week, take their meals while they are moving and are in that respect very economical conveyances.
Special mention may be made of the camels in Asia as excellent baggage and riding animals. The Turkestan camel and the Bac-trian camel, with two humps, are extremely strong and gentle; both may be of the same race. Although they travel best on plains, the natives also use them in high mountains in the dry summer season, when the roads are not slippery. They walk slowly, 5 to 6 kilometers an hour, and some of them carry loads up to 800 pounds in weight for a few days, and on longer journeys 400 to 600 pounds.
In Persia and in northern Africa are bred excellent dromedaries that run very fast and are especially good for riding. For instance, the mehwi in Africa easily covers 90 kilometers a day in sand dunes, drinks only once a week and gets his meals from the sparse desert vegetation or carries a little hay as supply. The mehari is not a special race, as is sometimes thought; he belongs to the same species, but is lighter and better built and is specially trained for riding purposes. As he is very tall, riding a mehari is like sitting on the roof of a small house.
Among horses which serve both as baggage and riding animals the Kirghiz horses of Central Asia are worthy of note. With a rest of a day every fourth or fifth day, you can go very long dis-

